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Linear Regression with One Regressor

Linear regression is used to model the relationship between an independent or explanatory variable and a
dependent variable. For linear regression with one regressor, there is only one explanatory variable X, and
the dependent variable Y. The model we use is Y = mX + b where m is the slope and b is the Y-intercept.

To start, it is useful to visualise your data. Use a scatterplot to see if there is a weak, moderate, or strong
linear relationship between X and Y. If there does seem to be a linear correspondence, it might be useful to
continue with regression analysis.

For our regression analysis, we will be using a package built into R called AER. If you’ve never used this
package before, use install.packages(“AER”) before librarying it. This is associated with the book Applied
Econometrics with R. We will use the data set CASchools, which contains data on test performance, school
characteristics, and student demographics for Californian schools. We will be looking at the relationship
between the student to teacher ratio and math and reading test scores.

library(AER) # always library a package before using it

## Loading required package: car

## Loading required package: carData

## Loading required package: lmtest

## Loading required package: zoo

##
## Attaching package: 'zoo'

## The following objects are masked from 'package:base':
##
## as.Date, as.Date.numeric

## Loading required package: sandwich

## Loading required package: survival

data(CASchools) # load the data set
class(CASchools) # CASchools is a data frame

## [1] "data.frame"
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data(CASchools) # load the data set
class(CASchools) # CASchools is a data frame

## [1] "data.frame"

View(CASchools) # view the data set to see what columns we have

## Warning in system2("/usr/bin/otool", c("-L", shQuote(DSO)), stdout = TRUE):
## running command ''/usr/bin/otool' -L '/Library/Frameworks/R.framework/
## Resources/modules/R_de.so'' had status 1

#Note: we have number of students, teachers, and read and math scores

# Computing the dependent variable and adding it to the data frame: student to teacher ratio
CASchools$X = CASchools$students/CASchools$teachers

## Warning in system2("/usr/bin/otool", c("-L", shQuote(DSO)), stdout = TRUE):
## running command ''/usr/bin/otool' -L '/Library/Frameworks/R.framework/
## Resources/modules/R_de.so'' had status 1

# Graph the data
plot(CASchools$X, CASchools$math, main = "Scatterplot of Student Teacher Ratio and Math Score",

xlab = "Student Teacher Ratio", ylab = "Math Score")
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We can see there is a weak, negative relationship between student teacher ratio and math test score. We’ll
continue with regression analysis.
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Useful commands for regression analysis:

abline(lm()) - adds a trend line to the data using the lm, i.e. linear model function in R

lm(formula = Y~X, data = ) - linear model function takes in a formula which relates X to Y with a tilda
symbol and data as arguments

summary() - we can use summary to examine the details of our linear model

# Add trend line
plot(CASchools$X, CASchools$math, main = "Scatterplot of Student Teacher Ratio and Math Score",

xlab = "Student Teacher Ratio", ylab = "Math Score")
attach(CASchools)
abline(lm(formula = math~X, data = CASchools), col = "blue")
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Note that not all of the data points, and probably most of the data points, will not fall on the line exactly.
This is because of errors and randomness reflected in the data.

Use summary to view the details of your model. Intercept estimate is the b of your model Y = mX + b. X
Estimate is the slope m. Summary also gives us the p-value for each estimate of the intercept and slope. If
this p-value is sufficiently small, then you can safely assume that slope does not equal 0 and intercept does
not equal 0. This may indicate that a linear model is appropriate.

# Name your model
SLR = lm(formula = math~X, data = CASchools)
summary(SLR)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = math ~ X, data = CASchools)
##
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## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -44.615 -13.374 -0.828 12.728 52.711
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 691.4174 9.3825 73.692 < 2e-16 ***
## X -1.9386 0.4755 -4.077 5.47e-05 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 18.41 on 418 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.03824, Adjusted R-squared: 0.03594
## F-statistic: 16.62 on 1 and 418 DF, p-value: 5.467e-05

Measures of Fit

To measure how well the linear model fits the data, we also use the following measures in addition to looking
at the p-values of the estimates for intercept and slope.

r: coefficient of determination. The bigger r is, the stronger the linear relationship is. The sign of r indicates
if the relationship is negative or positive.

r-sq: represents the explanatory power of the model. The higher R-sq is, the better your model is.

Adjusted r-sq: adjusted for the number of predictors in the model.

cor() - computes correlation between two numeric vectors. A higher correlation means a stronger relationship
between the two variables.

cor(X, math)

## [1] -0.1955534

Multiple Linear Regression

Multiple linear regression is an extension of simple linear regression, nut instead of one regressor/predictor,
we have multiple. This allows us to create more complex models. We add predictors to the linear model
function using “+”.

Continuing with the data set from before, let’s look at how income in addition to student teacher ratios
affect math test scores. It is likely that areas with lower incomes and higher student teacher ratios may
perform worse on tests. Let’s see if that’s true.

Higher R-sq indicates that this model has higher explanatory power for test scores, so maybe we’d prefer
this model over the previous simple linear regression model.

MLR = lm(formula = math~X+english, data = CASchools)
summary(MLR)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = math ~ X + english, data = CASchools)
##
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## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -48.230 -11.579 0.040 9.794 48.290
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 680.1894 7.8751 86.373 <2e-16 ***
## X -0.9129 0.4041 -2.259 0.0244 *
## english -0.5655 0.0418 -13.528 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 15.37 on 417 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.3316, Adjusted R-squared: 0.3284
## F-statistic: 103.4 on 2 and 417 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

cor(X+english, math)

## [1] -0.5748494

Interaction Terms

An interaction term is when an independent variable has a different effect on the outcome depending on
the values of another independent variable. An example of interaction term is X1*X2. We can include an
interaction term by using the asterisk sign. Observe how the measures of fit change to see if including an
interaction term will benefit your model.

MLR = lm(formula = math~X+english+X*english, data = CASchools)
summary(MLR)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = math ~ X + english + X * english, data = CASchools)
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -48.265 -11.430 0.024 9.757 48.345
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 678.994624 9.990541 67.964 <2e-16 ***
## X -0.851556 0.512709 -1.661 0.0975 .
## english -0.475273 0.465372 -1.021 0.3077
## X:english -0.004532 0.023275 -0.195 0.8457
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 15.39 on 416 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.3316, Adjusted R-squared: 0.3268
## F-statistic: 68.81 on 3 and 416 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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cor(X+english, math)

## [1] -0.5748494

Point Prediction

We can predict the math test scores of a student given input values. Using a confidence interval, we can
calculate lower and upper limits in between which the test score prediction lies between. The confidence
interval gives a range for the expected value of Y. We can also calculate a prediction interval which gives a
range for Y itself. A prediction interval is always wider than a confidence interval because we cannot predict
this as precisely as the expected value of Y.

Interpretation of output: fit means point prediction which is accompanied with a lower bound and upper
bound.

predict(MLR, data.frame(X = c(134/6), english = c(2.23880601)), interval = "confidence" )

## fit lwr upr
## 1 658.6859 655.3387 662.0331

predict(MLR, data.frame(X = c(134/6), english = c(2.23880601)), interval = "predict" )

## fit lwr upr
## 1 658.6859 628.2546 689.1172

Nonlinear Regression

Regressors can also be replaced by known functions of them, thereby creating nonlinear regression models.
However, in R, we need to use an indicator function I to include functions of regressors in the linear model
function. If we don’t use this indicator function, R will not include the polynomial term.

Again it’s useful to visualise the data in a scatterplot to see what kind of polynomial regression might be
appropriate. To add a curve to a scatterplot, we use lines() instead of abline() because abline() only adds
straight lines.

plot(income, math, main = "Scatterplot of Income and Math Test Scores", xlab = "Income", ylab
= "Math Test Scores")
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The scatterplot curves a little as we can see by visualising the data. So, we’re going to create a quadratic
model first to see if a quadratic model will fit better than a linear model. We’ll also create a linear model to
compare the two.

linearModel = lm(formula = math~income, data = CASchools)
polyModel = lm(formula = math~income+I(income^2), data = CASchools) # use the indicator function!

plot(income, math, main = "Scatterplot of Income and Math Test Scores", xlab = "Income", ylab
= "Math Test Scores")

abline(linearModel, col = "blue")
lines(sort(income), fitted(polyModel)[order(income)], col = "red")
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Compare the models in your own time using summary. If you want to try polynomial models of higher
powers, you can use the poly function. The poly function’s first argument is the variable and its second
argument is the polynomial degree. For example, if you wanted to create a fourth degree polynomial you
could write lm(formula = math~poly(income, 4), data = CASchools).
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